
Impala Plus Semi-automatic rifle cal. 12/76 camo MAX 5
https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-3778-Impala-Plus-Semi-automatic-rifle-cal.-12-76-camo-MAX-
5

SKU Designation RGA French Law Caliber Chamber (mm) Shots Trigger Ejection Chokes MSRP

IS1361 Max-5 12/76 gun 71 cm CB671 C cal. 12  76 mm  3  ST  Eject.  5 I.C.  741.00 € incl. tax

IS1362 Max-5 12/76 gun 76 cm CB670 C cal. 12  76 mm  3  ST  Eject.  5 I.C.  757.00 € incl. tax

Semi-automatic shotgun for waterfowl hunting!
Excellent semi-automatic inertia shotgun with special marsh Max 5 camouflage pattern.

Pistol Grip Camo Synthetic Stock
Ultra comfortable soft recoil pad
Housing pre-drilled for optical mounting
Ergonomic trigger block & fiber optic handlebar
6-pin rotary locking system (patented)
Interior/exterior chrome barrel of 71 cm (28'') or 76 cm (30'') tested steel balls
5 chokes included: full (I) - Improved Modified (II) - Modified (III) - Modified Cylinder (IIII) - skeet
(IIIII)

UNIQUE DESIGN
Its unique design, elegant lines and ergonomic structure have been produced with technological engineering
studies.

 

MAXIMUM RELIABILITY
Its maximum shooting success has been proven with a margin of error of 0.06 over 5000 shooting tests
carried out in the presence of a notary public.

 

SAFE SECURITY
You can keep the weapon at home in complete safety thanks to the plug and turn crown which detaches in a
single gesture.

 

PERFECT OPERATION
The special steel rails inside the case do not damage the case during operation of the mechanism and do not
cause friction and snagging problems.

 

REGISTERED PATENT
Many parts and mechanisms used are registered by national and international patent institutes.

 

Plus de visuels
disponibles
sur le site

 

https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-3778-Impala-Plus-Semi-automatic-rifle-cal.-12-76-camo-MAX-5
https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-3778-Impala-Plus-Semi-automatic-rifle-cal.-12-76-camo-MAX-5


18.7 IMPALA CANNON ADVANTAGE
The large bore diameter reduces friction and recoil, and provides excellent grouping by preventing shot
warping.

 

HIGH VISIBILITY
Thanks to the rear sight and the original TruGlo front sights, it offers great visibility even in low light
conditions.

 

EASY ASSEMBLY
Whether at home or in difficult terrain, you can easily disassemble and install the mechanism group.

 

INNOVATIVE FEATURES
Impala Plus has many innovative features in terms of design and quality.

 

PERFECT DOMINATION
It offers excellent control thanks to the non-slip Gecko Touch material produced with Overmold technology.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


